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About This Content

Non-tactical loadout for D-Horse.
Special tack for ceremonies, parades, and other formal occasions, real or imagined.

* You must proceed to a certain point in the story and meet the proper development requirements before this item can be
developed. (Not usable in MGO)
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Title: METAL GEAR SOLID V: THE PHANTOM PAIN - Parade Tack
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Konami Digital Entertainment
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7x64, Windows 8x64 (64-bit OS Required)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 (3.40 GHz) or better; Quad-core or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 (2GB) or better (DirectX 11 card Required)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 28 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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Guys... this is ONE...FUN, GOOD game!!!! in short... just get it!

I'm keeping this one...and i will definitaly buy any DLC (after they polish the game itself more ofcourse!)

Pros
- Good music... for everyone there is at least one song! from ska to reggae..to even polka(love that one :)
- More Challenging then you might think!
- A great stage with nice lighteffects
- different 'instruments' in variations (different drums, some more challenging)
- Clear menu... no hassle (although an exit option and game options menu would be nice)

Things to improve
- More music please!!
- i want current songs on different difficulty lvls, every songs now has it's own fixed difficulty
- More instruments please! (i want a melodic instruments mayb a bit more analog? follow a wave with the controller for
example for voicewave)
- More instruments :) Air guitar!!!
- It could use a slightly better feedback (in the audio) that you hit the right 'notes', it's only visual now
- two outer purple tracks....make one of em different ( and both brighter)
- More stages... this one is awesome, but this game really can use more stages... its awesome, but i want more!
- Multiplayer band would be fun :) (coop AND play off)
- the Game itselfs (besides the music part) is a bit 'empty' it feels like i'm alone...when i'm on a streak...let the 'virtual crowd or
girls that are in the game' give a bit feedback...
- Before starting the song play a sample that says: "Ready! 3...2....1" or something like that...
- Use more samples in the menu, voice or clicks, beeps...whatever...it's a GAME guys! not Excel :)

Cons
- timings seems sometimes a itty bit off when there is happening a lot...
- fixed difficulty on each song.
- Exit\/Options Menu
- The ending of each song is weird, it sometimes feels as if the song ends in the middle, but its the end and then it repeats a bit
before going back into the menu
 - feels a bit like early access to me...a GREAT one, but still not 'that ready'

My advise is : BUY IT, it's great fun for a incredible price!!
. An amazing VN. I wish I could play the first games of the series.. The Dark Eye series is a mature adventure game with a deep
story. First of all you need to play the first one to completely experience this one. I'm gonna talk about both the first and the
second game in this review.
 I can't say i loved it since i expected more from the games. Especially the visuals but they are okay, i just hoped for better.
  Some puzzles didn't felt right. There were non that make me feel like i actually achieved something. Instead they felt like i was
doing the obvious, what i was supposed to do.
 Even though it seems like i don't recommend the game, i actually do but be warned, there might be some parts in the game that
are actually booring or looks extraordinarily complicated, so don't get encouraged.
 In conclusion it's a good game with a good story and there are two endings in the game which is great for an adventure game.
 There is one more thing i wanted to mention. In the end of the game there is paradox that concerns the main character, you will
see when you get to the end of it. It's easy to miss so try to think! What happens when you lie about the truth?. Made me want to
procreate, raise and love my daughter in real life.. it keeps on crashing
. Too many instadeaths to really get into a good flow like in the best platformers. Very frustrating when I die because my
character gets stuck on a platform. Seems like maybe it wasn't playtested very much or just bad level design. Sound fx and
animation could also use some work.

On the positive side the graphics are very nice and when it's not glitching it provides a nice challenge.. pukka little puzzle
game... bit short but still worth it
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While I enjoy the Command and Conquer feel the performance is absolutely terrible on both Windows and Linux regardless of
the hardware. Due to the developers choice of game engine (Unity3D) I can not recommend paying for and installing this
particular game until there's a major overhall to the game engine. Lately dev's have been sacrificing performance in order to
lower the overall skills required to develope a decent video game by using the Unity Engine and this game is a shinning example
of this case. Either way the actual gameplay is pretty fun but not worth the abismal performance drops on pretty much any
hardware configuration.. Game with amazing potential just needs more players AND regular updates PLEASE. how does one
refund this♥♥♥♥♥. Has a lot of bugs and glitches, and a lot of player ratings are wrong! However if you are a rugby fan it isn't
a bad game considering there are no others of its type. Probably not worth £30 though. being free, you don\u2019t expect a lot
from Boo Bunny Plague, I played it back in 2014 and as a 15 year old I actually didn\u2019t hate it. It\u2019s a pretty
humourous and goofy game overall. Graphics are basically what you expect from a free game made in 2014 & controls can be a
bit touchy. But overall, it\u2019s free - why complain \ud83e\udd37\ud83c\udffc\u200d\u2640\ufe0f
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